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FOREWORD
This document has been prepared by the Space Division, North American Rockwell Corporation,
in accordance with Exhibit C of contract NAS9-9953 statement of work for Phase B Extension -
Modular Space Station Definition. The contents of this document were prepared for presentation to the
Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space Adrninistration.
The documentation products of the Phase B extension study, prepared in accordance with the
requirements of Data Requirements List (DRL) MSC-T-575, Line Item 68, are listed in the following
chart in categories that indicate their purpose and relaticill to the program.
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SYSTEM PROGRAMMATIC PROBLEM
The planning for an earth-orbital pro ?:ram has undergone, and is continuing to
undergo, numerous revisions. A Phase B ,iefinition of a large-diameter space sta-
tion system was completed by the fall of 1970. The solar-powered station was
designed as a single self-contained facility for a crew of 12. Internallaboratory
capability was provided, including airlocks, for general-purpose applications.
Special-purpose experiment modules accorrlmodated experiments operating either
attached to the station or free flying.
The 33-foot diameter station system would be launched as a complete operable
assembly on a single Saturn launch vehicle. Logistics support was provided by the
space shuttle system.
Funding estimates for the two systems indicated very high annual requirements
during the fourth and fifth years. It was apparent that concurrent operational dates
for the station and shuttle would produce an unacceptable funding peak. The peak
requirements could be reduced by deferring the station operation as well as by
reducing the funding for both systems. The resulting difference in operational
dates leaves a payload gap unless filled wif). systems with low funding requirerrlents.
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POTENTIAL TECHNICAL SOLUTION TO SYSTEM PROBLEM
The solar-powered, 33-foot diamete:~ space station contained crew and
habitability provisions designed for supporting a crew for extended periods.
General-purpose laboratory provisions we:~e also contained on selected decks with
capability to carry out experiments not assigned to attached or detached modules.
Dual, pressure-isolatable volumes provided the crew with safe continued
operation in either volume when the utility of the other volume is impaired. Sub-
system assemblies and tanks were installed in a maintainable arrangement in the
sections at the end of each habitable volume.
The same safety and habitability criteria can be applied to the de sign of the
modular space station. In arranging facilities and grouping equipment into the
14-foot diameter modules, approximately one-half c:f thA full-height facilities of a
33-foot diameter deck occupied the upper o.eck of the smaller module. Subsystem
assemblies, below deck, in the 14-foot diameter module were approximately equal
to one-half of the 33-foot diameter installation. Thus I six of the l4-foot modules
are required for equal accommodations.
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MSS PHASE BSTARTING POINT
The Phase A study of the modular space station investigated 13 configurations of four
types or classes. The open class, characterizec'. by a central module or core with crew
and facility modules end-docked, was recommended for further definition. The cruciform
and barbell configurations are alternatives of the open class. In both configurations the
station module containing crew, control, and laboratory facilities are docked in the same
plane. The barbell configuration has RAM I sand ·:::argo module docked in the same plane,
but in the cruciform they are docked in the plane normal to the station modules. The
study showed that the same station modules could be applied to either configuration with
increased core module length in the barbell. Thf~ Phase B study was initiated with a
barbell conffguration bas eline with an added cons ide ration of a manipulator which was
not part of the Phase A analysis.
The Phase B study program baseline included two steps or capability plateaus,
initially a 6-man statior.:::apability followed after five years of operation by growth to a
12 -man station. The growth station was to be capable of carrying out all the experiment
laboratories of the NASA 1971 Blue Book.
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EXPERIMENT ACCOMMODATION MODES
The f971 Blue Book described the type s of facilitie s, experiment operations.
and the equipment capable of accomplishing the stated objectives for seven disci-
plines. Twenty-five equipment groups are required to conduct the 230 experiments.
The operation of some of these grou'Js requires accommodation in free-flying
modules to achieve the experiment objec:ti'J'es. Other groups can be accommodated
either integral or attached to a manned spacecraft.
Partial groups of experiment and support equipment can also be selected to
carry out selected experiment objectives c: each of the seven disciplines.
The full or partial equipment groups can be accommodated with the m.odular
station operated in integral general-purpo:,e laboratories or in attached modules.
Partial equipment groups can be accommo:lated in the short duration sortie mode,
attached to the space shuttle.
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LABORATORY EVOLUnON PHILOSOPHY
One major feature of the 1971 Blue Book is the introduction of the
laboratory concept. A set of laboratories is described which contains
experiment e'luipment capable of accomplishing a wide variety of
earth-orbital science and applicationB objectives. NR has defined a
series of buildup steps for each of these Blue Book-defined laboratories.
This evolution of capability is a majo t' feature of NR I S overall
programmatic approach consistent with an evolution of carrier vehicle
capability.
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LABORATORY EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY - LEVEL I
The initial step in the evolution establishE s experiment packages that are fundamental
portions of an eventual facility and that are (1) compatible with the sortie mission mode and
(2) provide early low-cost benefits and applications. These packages (subsequently con-
solidated with other packages into combined payloads) were essentially precursors to the
initial level of experiments on the space station.
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LABORATORY EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY - LEVEL II
Level II adds equipment associated with long dura~ion or permanent-type experiments
emphasizing a balanced but low-cost program. 2:n general, high-cost research and scientific-
oriented equipment is deferred to the final leveL
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LABORATORY EVOLUTION PHILOSOPHY - LEVEL III
Level III consists of thE~ total Blue Book facility
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EARTH OBSERVATIONS DAT/\ USER REQUIREMENTS
Key factors in developing the evolution philosophy for the earth observations
laboratory are the quantity of data to be acquired and the rapidity with which they
ITlUSt be disseminated to the users. Plotted here, for a wide range of areas of
interest, is the relative maximU1Tl permiss:.ble "aging" of various types of data and
their relative quantities. Corresponding B ~ue Book earth observ'ations experiments
are indicated a.t the bottom of the chart. Inherently, systems that rrlUst disseminate
data from sensor to user in near real time are significantly more complex and
sophisticated than systems in which time delays in terms of months or years are
permis sible. Therefore, the experiments :elected for Level I should be those
typical of the right-hand side of the chal't,3.nd those deferred to Level II and III
should be those typical of the left-hand side of the chart.
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EARTH OBSERVATIONS LABORATORY EVOLUTION
The experiITlents selected for earth o(.lservations Level I are those associated with
slowly changing phenoITlena, such as land use mapping and geology. Also selected are
precursor experiments such as signature resea.rch and siITlplified reITlote sensing techniques.
At 'Level II ITlore sophisticated, shorter turnar.:mnd experiITlents are introduced such as
pollution ITlonitoring. The sensors can be deployed in groups sequentially through an air-
lock, thereby deferring the need for a dedicated RAM. At Level III an all-up earth
observations facility capable of deploying all sensors siITlultaneously will be eITlployed.
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EXPERIMENT LEVEL SUMMARY
The experiment related items necessary to accomplish the NASA-defined 1971
Blue Book are summarized on this chart. The summary is presented in terms of
the number of experiments. major equipment item.s. and experiment equipment groups
for each level of activity. The requirements defined for Level III are dictated by the
25 experiment equipment groups in the Blu£; Book. Within these 25 experiment equip-
ment groups. there are 230 experiments which require 744 major experiment equip-
ment items.
The experiment equipment group accc.:mmodation modes also are presented.
At Level II~ 15 of the experiment equipITlent groups are accommodated in the space
station while 11 are accommodated in the station at Level III. The attached expe ri-
ment equipment groups are accommodated in attached research and applications
modules (RAMI s) and the free-flyer groups are accommodated in detached RAM's.
To accomplish the reference experiment program» a total of 6 attached RAM's and
7 detached RAM's are required. This number includes consideration of reconfiguring
RAM's between Level II and Level III.
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EXPERIMENT PROGR~\M SENSITIVITY
A paradox in the Space Station Program is that subsystem concepts have to be selected and
. design requirem.ents established far in advance of final experiment program selection. It is
therefore important to determine whether a "point-design" space station will place limitations on
the type of experiment program it will support.
To answer this question, NR attacked the Issue in reverse by conducting a .sensitivity analysis
to determine the impact on station design and subsystems of major changes in experiment program
emphasis. This was done by identifying three distin::tly different experiment program types,
evolving the phased resources required to support eC'.ch, and analyzing the impact on the station of
each set of resource requirements. The three progran"1 types were:
Prograrn A - emphasis on early socio-economlc benefits
Program B - empahsis on high priority science
Program C a balance of emphasis of benefits and science
The analysis showed that there was no significant difference in station design and subsystem
requirements among the three programs. Based on this, NR has concluded that final space station
sizing and design will be rebtively insensitive to changes in experiment program emphasis and,
conversely, a space station so designed will have thE: flexibility to accommodate any desired
experiment program.
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KEY ISSUE: DOES STATION DESIGN DICTATE TYPE OF EXPERiMENT PROGRAM?
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INITIAL STATION BUILDUP APPROACH
The initial module to be delivered to orbit preferably has a minimum amount of scar
equipment above that required for normal operations. In the second quarterly review, it was
shown that this objective was best achieved with the core module launched first. This is
followed by the power module. These two assernbled modules are flown in a gravity-gradient
mode at minimum (nearly quiescent) power between buildup launches.
A subs equent launch adds the crew / control module. The solar arrays are partially
deployed and operated automatically with the nO'N present ISS. The configuration is now
flown oriented about the principal axis, and the j:egenerative segments of the fuel cells are
activated. In subsequent sequence, the first lab/ECLSS module, the second lab/ECLSS
module, and the second crew/control module are added at 30-day launch intervals.
Although this chart indicates the sequence of buildup, there are still station module
alte rnative sequences that are visible options. An example would be SM- 3 before SM-2.
This provides a more balanced configuration, but defers the early £lexport assembly
between SM-l and SM-2.
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INITIAL STATION BUILDUP APPROACH (CONT)
With the addition of a cargo module and the six-man crew, the configuration has reached
its initial operational capability (lOC).
In addition to the configuration arrangement results shown, two isolatable pres sure
volumes and dual ingress-egress paths from all station modules (with flexports) and COre
module are provided. Completely redundant svst:ems provide crew safety and a continuous
operation capability which maximizes crew utilization time on orbit. Station module spacing
(5 feet between modules) has been selected to permit direct docking on modules as an alter-
native to berthing modules with the manipulator. Also, the initial station configuration
arrangement allows the best access for later buildup to the growth configuration.
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MSS CONFIGURATION DESICN FEATURES - SAFETY
Application of safety criteria during the trades and preliminary design resulted in a station con-
figuration with dual habitable volumes connected through station modules by means of flexports to
adjacent modules to provide alternate shirtsleeve pas~;ageways. The combination of flexport and
single station module also provides backup airlock capability for IVA between volumes as well as
EVA in the case where the normal EVA-IVA airlock i:; inoperable.
Subsystem redundancy and installation in the two pressure volumes provides habitability, life
support, and station control with any module or volurr:e lost due to depressurization, fire, or
presence of hazardous atrnosphere.
Additional safety criteria were developed during t.he study and implemented in the preliminary
design. Significant criteria include safety factors of <L 0 for pressure vessels located in inhabited
areas, particularly when used as accumulators, and a requirement that all hazardous fluid con-
tainers, lines, and components be double-contained with provision for venting the intermediate
volume to space. The failure tolerance criteria were clarified and related to critical functions on
a station-wide basis, both during manned operations and the unmanned buildup period when criticality
relates to succes sful docking with the portion of the station in orbit.
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONFIGURATION INITiAL STATION
The modular space station configuration is arranged for an initial operational capability at a crew
size of six, with provisions for addition of rnodules to operate with a crew size of 12. The initial
station configuration consists of four common station modules, power and core modules, and a cargo
module. The station modules are assembled on the core module in a single plane (2 axis) which is
normally vertical to the earth's surface. Spacing bE'cween modules can accommodate either mani-
pulator berthing or direct docking assembly modes. The two laboratory modules have experiment
airlocks attached at the outer ports; one provides zenith or celestial pointing for experim.ents, the
other earth pointing along the local vertical. The two crew/control m.odules have removable packages
attached that contain K, S, and VHF band antennas . The power m.odule is designed for solar array
replaceITlent by removing the turret and arrays from the module.
The cargo Inodules are docked in the Y plane, 0:::1. one side of the core and then the other on
succes sive' cargo deliveries. Cargo modules normally use the core ITlodule ports nearest the power
module. The other ports are available for operation or service of RAM's. The operational con-
figuration varies as RAM's are added or returned to earth .
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INTEGRA.TED SUBSYSTEMS (EPS, EClSS, RCS)
The EPS will utilize four regenerative fuel cell Ei.ssemblies, each consisting of one fuel cell,
electrolysis unit, HZ accumulator, 0z accumulator, and half of a water storage tanle The assembly
can receive or supply in an emergency HZ, 0Z' or water to the ECLSS and RCS.
The ECLSS uses a closed 0z and water cycle concept consisting of HZ depolarizer for COZ
removal, Sabatier for COZ reduction, electrolysis for 0z recovery and for RCS HZ/OZ generation;,
and vapor compres sion for water reclamatiQn.
The RCS stores H Z/02 gases generated at 300 psia by the ECLSS.
The design integrates the gas generation and gas/water storage functions for all subsystems and
maximizes the use of common hardware. The EPS and ECLSS use similar electrolysis units com-
patible with SSP technology. The EPS energy storage and secondary (emergency) power are supplied
by shuttle-developed fuel cells. All subsystems use electrochemical processes based on the HZ and
0z chemical reactions, with similar working fluids, hardware, maintenance, checkout, and overail
technologies. These features result in the lowest-cost integrated EPS/RCS/ECLSS subsystem. The
low cost derives from (1) shared development, (2) rtlduced hardware through shared redundancy, and
(3) reduced logistics through shared contingency con:::umables. In addition, mission operational
flexibility is improved by providing multiple success paths for critical functions (HZ' 0z generation)
and increased secondary performance through share:! capabilities.
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CORE MODULE
The core module provides the main pas sageway between individual modules and contains the
power generation, G&C, and RCS equipment. These subsy'stems are distributed between V I and V 2
volumes separated by the EVA/IVA airlock. The airlock is sized to accommodate two suited crew-
men. All of the hatches open outward from the airlock. The EVA hatch (40-inch-diameter clear
opening) is located at a 45-degree angle to provide the maximum clearance between the attached
modules. The G&C optical reference and control-moment gyros (CMG' s) are located on each side
of the RAM berthing ports to provide the maximum pointing accuracy for the RAM's. All of the
equipment is shirtsleeve-maintainable and-replaceable. Certain station buildup equipment is also
accommodated such as antennas, thermal control rc.diators, RCS propellant, and initial power.
The module is 40 feet long with eight side berthing ports spaced 20 feet apart to provide the
5 -foot clearance between modules as required for b,=rthing or direct docking operations. A light-
weight skin (0. 040-inch aluminum) and stringer construction is utilized. Thermal covers are
provided for the four side ports only (as oriented on this chart), with special insulation panels
installed on the station module ports to provide thermal control during station buildup.
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POWER MGDULE
The power module consists of two assemblies, a power boom and a solar
array. The solar array assembly consistE. of the arrays and an orientation drive
and power transfer mechanism. Shirtslee'le maintenance of the mecha.nisms is
. provided. The solar array as sembly is replaceable and utilizes the standard
berthing port.
The power boom is 88 inches outside diameter by 27 feet, 6 inches long.
The 88-inch-diameter boom allows the solar array panels to stow within the 15-foot-
diameter shuttle payload envelope. The beam is of monocoque construction
utilizing O. 145-inch-thick aluminum which increases its stiffness and consequently
increases the natu~al frequency of the total space station assembly. High-pressure
gas storage bottles for repressurization are placed in the boom. Shirtsleeve
maintenance and replacement is provided even though the module is normally
operated unpressurized.
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. CREW/CONTROL STATION MODULE-SM-l
This module provides crew quarters for two crewmen below deck with the
commander IS;' executive I s quarter s and office above deck. The hygiene facility
including a shower is located at the opposite end of the module with control
center No. 1 located adjacent to the commander lexecutive quarters. The
remainder of the upper deck provides the data analysis and photo processing
GPL functions and a backup medical facili~;y and exercise area.
To simplify and minimize utility linE' lengths, the waste management
equipment and computer memory rack are located directly beneath the hygiene
facility and control center, respectively. Active thermal control equipm.ent and
EPS electrolysis equipment with general storage and PG.A-PLSS facilities are
the other major items located below decks. All of the equipment is maintainable
and replaceable on o.rbi t.
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CREW CONTROL STATION MODULE- SM-4
This module is essentially devoted to medical and crew care facilities. A
medical examination and maximum care area is provided which can be isolated
from the rest of the module. A crew qualification area containing the ergometer
and lower body negative pressure and body mass nleasuring devices is provided.
The remainder of this medical area is devoted to diagnostic use and medical
supplies.
The two crewman quarters below deck, the commander I s / executive's
quarters above deck, control center No.2, and the subsystem equipment below
deck are all identical to the installation in SM-l. The personal hygiene facility
in this module also is identical to that in S~A-l except for the omission of the
shower unit.
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LAB/ECS STATION NIODULE-SM-2
A nadir-looking airlock is attached to this module to perform bioscience
experiments and earth observations. The area behind the airlock is utilized as
an airlock loading, sensor stowage, and operations area. Additional experiment
stowage is located directly beneath this ana. Iv1echanical m.aintenance,
electronic maintenance, and optical maintenance and calibration areas are the
other GPL facilities located in the upper dECk area. A backup galley area provides
a minimum food preparation area for Volume 2.
The lower deck area contains the environrnental control subsystem
assemblies for air revitalization (C02 managenlent and atmospheric control).
Conlmon installation arrangements provide easy access for maintenance and
s ervic e.
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LAB/ECS STATION MODULES-SM-3
The above-deck area of this module contains the primary galley/dining
and recreation facilities. The dining facillty normally accommodates six
crewmen but has the ability to accommodate 12. GPL facilities to accommodate
both physics and biomedical experiments a re provided. An airlock loading area
to support the zenith-pointing airlock attached to this module also is provided
in the upper deck area.
Identical air revitalization equipment in an identical arrangement as that
described for SM-2 is located below deck. This module provides the air
revitalization function for habitable Volum,,~ 1. An experiment stowage area
also is provided in this lower deck area.
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EXPERIMENT AIRLOCKS
Two experiment airlocks are provided as part of the GPL configuration to
deploy scientific instruments to the space environment from the station pressurized
volume. The nadir-pointed airlock is mounted tQ the end of SM-2 and the zenith-
pointed airlock is mounted to the end of Sl,1-3. The airlocks are mounted to the
station modules with the normal station berthing system that provides mating,
sealing, and utilities interfaces. The internal dimensions of the airlocks are
80 inches in diameter by 150 inches in length, providing approximately 436 cubic
feet of usable volume.
The hatch window in the end of the station module is used for viewing the
interior of the airlock from the pressuriz2d volume. A standard window is
provided in the hinged outer hatch for view"ing EVA operations from within the
airlock. The hinged outer door utilizes the station berthing system to lock and
seal the airlock and is used to support experinlent equipment. Both airlocks are
pumped down into the station volume by station equipment and pressurized directly
from the station atmosphere. Standard utility connections and deployment devices
are provided for the airlocks.
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EXPERIMENT ACCOMMODATION SUMMARY
The MSS is an ;)~'c- orbit facility in which space operations and scientific inve stigations are
conducted. As such, the facility must have suitable features for conducting a variety of experi-
ment programs.
The stahon provides the experiments with a 'v'ery stable platform (maximum acceleration
0.01 g continuous - 0.00001 g for up to 2 hours). ::t also provides the capability for zero effluent
dump (neither propulsive nor cabin venting) for a continuous l2-hour period in either of two modes,
local level or ine rtial.
The required features were established following an analysis of the NASA Blue Book experi-
ments and their attendant support requirements. The key requirements related to crew time,
area, power, data processing, stability (accelerab.on, pointing), and logistics considerations.
Crew time, skills, and area accommodation requirements were primary influences on the number
and types of experiments which could be conducted on a time-phased basis. Where these influences
were not a constraint, experiment scheduling was analyzed to establish nominal experiment support
needs. Where experinlent requirements imposed E,evere penalties to the de sign of the MSS,
alternate means of satisfying the requirements were established. As an example, the earth obser-
vation multispectral scanner originally generated an extremely large amount of digital data
(50 x 10 6 bps). This was a major impact on the M:;S data bus, central processor, and communi-
cations equipment. An alternative scheme was derived which converted the output to analog form
and handle s in a manne r similar to a TV signal.
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There are several avenues of growth available beyond the six-man initial
space station. One approach would be to add two common crew/lab modules on
the RAM docking ports. This would provide l2-man capability with 1190 square
feet of integral lab floor area but no RAM support provisions.
Another alternative would be addition of a "half core" to bring the total
number of docking ports for RAM or tug support to six. The station could remain
at six men or the existing habitability provisions' could be expanded to support
nine crew members. The full growth sta tion as currently defined adds both the
additional crew/lab modules and the half core, bringing the crew to 12 and making
available four docking ports for RAM or~ug support.
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MOCKUP STATUS - MOCKUP AREA ,AND EXTERNAL CONFIGURATION
The modular space station mockup is located adjacent to the 33-foot diameter space
station mockup at the Seal Beach facility. The MSS mockup contains two of the station
modules and a short section of the core mod'l'.le which connects the two station modules.
The modules selected for mockup are (1) a crew/control module (SM-l) and (2} a
laboratory/ECS module (SM-2). The SM-l nl0dule contains a commander's stateroom
and two crew staterooms, a personal hygienE: area, control center, data analysis labora-
tory, a photo lab, an exercise and backup mE,dical area, and waste management equipment.
The SM-I mockup contains the ECS air revitalization equ.ipment below deck and a large
general-purpose laboratory on the upper deck.
The mockup serves the purpose of aSsessing the MSG design features and elnphasizes
the overall habitability environment including functional furnishings and equipment concepts.
In addition, the suitability of the configuration for routine housekeeping and station and
equipment operations can be as se s sed.
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MODULAR SPACE STATION
This chart is an artist's rendering of the initial modular space station in
earth orbit. The station electrical power iu furnished by the solar arrays shown
deployed from a boom extending from the central core module. Four station
crew, laboratory and control modules are shown attached to the core module in
the vertical plane. Two are on the upper side with one zenith-pointing airlock
and antenna package. The other tV/O similar modules are attached on the lower
side. Special-purpose experiment modules and a cargo module are attached in
the horizontal plane.
The artist's rendering also shows a space shuttle arriving in the vicinity
of the station. A new module is carried in the shuttle cargo bay for assembly
to the s ta tion.
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MISSION SEOUENCE PLAN
The mission sequence plan provides the time phasing of the program elements
with emphasis on the scheduling of experirnents. The mission sequence plan is sum-
marized on the following series of four charts which present the experiment time
phasing (length of bar), accommodation mode (by bar and module shading), and crew
requirements (number of equivalent men per day symbols on bar). The experiment
disciplines are presented in order in which the FPE's are introduced into the program.
The early FPE's in the physics and technology disciplines are precursor FPE's
for measurement of the space station envi:::onment prior to the operations of external
viewing FPE' s such as earth observations and astronomy. The vertical dashed lines
in 1987 represent the buildup phase to the growth space station in the experiment
program.
The mission sequence plan, as presented, was developed assuming each FPE
is operated for one cycle at each level of a.ctivity (Level II and Level III), In the
laboratory evolution philosophy, Level I refers to that portion of a total facility
concept which supports experiments of shc.rt dura.tion (example: sortie missions of
7 to 30 days), Emphasis at Level I is placed on applications and precursor type
experiments,
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Level II adds equipment associated with long duration or permanent-type
experiments emphasizing a balanced but low··cost program. At this level, partial
experiment laboratory capabilities are provic.ed. Level III consists of the total Blue
Book facility (i. e., complete laboratory experiment capability is provided for a
specific discipline).
The first two charts show the experimt:nt scheduling for the first three experi-
ment disciplines (physics, technology, and earth observations) during the initial
growth space station operational periods. Advanced spacecraft systems test (T-4)
is shown evolving from a GPL/airlock facility (Level II) to include a RAM (Level III)
in 1991. Also shown is the operation of a detached RAM for conducting fluid
management experiments.
The resultant total program shown (including the other disciplines to be shown
on the following charts), including buildup to the initial station and buildup to the
growth space station, requires approximately 16 years to complete.
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MISSION SEQUENCE PLAN (CONT)
The four remaInIng experiment disciplines-astronomy, life sciences, material
science, and communications and navigation-are presented on the next two charts.
During the initial station period the first attached RAM is shown in operation in 1982
conducting high-energy stellar observation:,. The first detached RAM is accommodated
in mid-1985 to conc1llct X-ray stellar observations·.
Not included in these summary chart:> are the logistics requirements. For the
initial space station, approximately 1,900 pounds per month are required for basic
station operations and 1,000 pounds per month are required to support experiment
operations; a total of 2,900 pounds per mor:th average. For the growth space station,
approximately 3,600 pounds per month are required for station operations and 1,800
pounds per month are required for experim.ent operations, totaling 5,400 pounds per
month average. The logistics capability for crew and cargo delivery is based on a
cargo module payload capability of 11,800 ;)ounds and remaining volume to deliver up
to six crewmen.
The total shuttle support requirement is 35 flights for the initial space station
and 99 flights for the growth space station. The resultant launch frequency is approxi-
mately one every eight weeks for the initiaJ space station and one every six weeks for
the growth space station.
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The mission sequence plan presented and the associated experiment scheduling
is intended to be representative of the operations of the rnodular space station. It
is not intended to represent the experiment program which must be scheduled since
the space station has the inherent capability and flexibility to accommodate alternate
programs (e. g., one which emphasizes soci:l-econo"mic benefits or one which
emphasizes advancements in scientific knowledge).
The plan is intended to errlphasize certain fundamental characteristics, however.
For example, by defining an initial level of experiment activity (Level II), the majority
of the FPE I S can be accommodated early in the program while deferring some of the
experiment equipment development costs until after the space station development
peak annual funding. In this respect, the plan illustrated the capability of the selected
design concept to accommodate the Blue Bock in a balanced program in which all
disciplines are represented throughout the prograrn.
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CREW REQUIREMENTS
The crew requirements for station aDd support operations for the initial space
station are on the order of 25 man-hours ptlr day. These operations include the
routine daily operations of the space station, routine and periodic maintenance,
,housekeeping, monitor and control-of detac'~led RAM I s, etc. The experiment
operations are those associated with the dally conduct of the space station experi-
ments. Based on 25 man-hours per day :fOJ- station and support operations and a
six-man, 1 O-hour work day, approximately 35 man-hours per day are available for
experiment operations for the initial space :3tation. The corresponding crew time
distribution for the growth space station is approximately 30 man-hours per day
required for station and support operations / leaving 90 man-hours per day for
experiment operations.
Twenty-seven crew skills have been identified for the conduct of experiment
operations. In the early phases of the initi2.l space station operations, only four
skills are required for experiment operations, resulting in approximately 1.1 skills
per crewman. During the remaining operations of the initial station, the average
nurnber of skills for experiment operations is eight, resulting in a requirem.ent for
approximately 2.4 skills per crewman. During the operations of the growth space
station, between 11 and 19 skills are required, resulting in a requirement for
approximately 1. 7 skills per crewman.
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REFERENCE PRO GRAtA ELEMENTS
The initial space station consists of six basi,: modules: a core module, a power boom,
and four station modules. A growth solar array, .3. short core, and two station modules are
added to provide the basic capability of the growth space station.
In addition to the initial and growth space station, the equipment neces s ary to support
the experiment program must be provided. Thirteen Level II and 12 Level III experiment
equipm.ent groups are accomm.odated in the GPL which is integral to the stace station.
(Level II identifies partial and Level III identifies complete laboratory experiment equipment
groups.) Five Level II experiment equipment groups are accommodated in attached RAM's,
whereas six groups (FPE's) are attached at Level III. Two detached RAM's are required at
Level II and s even detached RAlvl' s are required at Level III. By reconfiguring the Level II
attached and detached RAM's, 13 experiment equipment modules will accommodate the
experiment program. In addition, three support!: ections (which includes one spare) are
required to support the detached RAM's identified in the experiment schedule.
To provide the logistic support, three cargo modules are required plus the equivalent
of one shuttle dedicated to the space station opera{:ions.
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BASELINE PROGRAM COST GROUND RULES
The cost and scheduling effort was directed to the areas of overall cost reduction and
deferral of costs where pos sible. With Phas e C start in 1975. shuttle technology is as sUITled
to precede station. The initial station lOC is s c!leduled for GFY 1982. with growth station
lOC five years later, in GFY 1987.
The terITlination of the station prograITl costs after five years of growth operations
(end of GFY 1992) results in truncating on-going experiment operations. It also results in
the eliITlination of in-proces s costs for experiITl~nts and RAM's which will not be operational
by then. To provide a favorable funding profile, developITlent and production of growth
station ITlodules, RAM's and experiITlent equipITlent are deferred until required by the mis sion
sequence plan. Experiment costs shown in this :report are based on NR estimates and inter~
pretation of the cost data in MSFC ASR-PD-MP.. 7l-1, dated April 1, 1971, provided by NASA.
RAM costs are derived by siITlilarity to station lnodules for structures and to subcontractor-
furnished data for other subsysteITls. Costs have been reduced and cost redundancy eliITlinated
by design and operations siITlplification wherever possible. The general-purpose laboratory
is a prime exaITlple of eliITlinating cost redundancies by integration of COITlmon experiITlent
equipment requirements into the GP L as part of station~providedfunctions.
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BASELINE MODULAR SPACE ~;TATION PROJECT SCHEDULE
This .chart illustrates the relationship among key program milestones and the major
ground support considerations for the initial ar.d the growth space station development,
production and operation. Phase C!D effort is initiated on October I, 1975, with the first
station module launch planned for July I, 1981. The initial station roc occurs seven months
later on January 1, 1982, and is followed by ar:. operations period ending with attainment of
the )2-man growth space station on July I, 1987. Growth station operatIons are then
projected for a five year period ending June 30, 1992.
The progra.m phasing which permits buildup of a mission support vehicle (MSV) from
structural test, dynamic test, and compatibility as ses sment operations is clearly shown
as supporting the first module launch of the initial station. The MSV will be in continuous
operation from its use as an acceptance fixture for ISS modules through the growth station
roc and subsequent operations. To provide a favorable funding profile, development and
production of growth station modules are defer red until required to support growth station
buildup.
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BASELINE PROGRAM FUNDING
The baseline program costs for the MSS are $5.978 billion. These costs are comprised of
$2.804 billion for the space station project, and $3.174 billion for the experiments project. The costs
for the experiments project contains four segments:
1. Integral Experiments - Experiments housed in the MSS GPL. These are the first experi-
ments which are operational in the mission sequence plan. This cost segITlent (about
35 pe rcent of total experiments) als 0 includ.es the conceptual and definition activities
associated with overall experiment planning and c:.andidate payload definition. The major
cost drivers are the earth surveys and life science experim.ents.
2. Attached RAM Experiments - These follow the integral experiments and are the largest
segment of the experiment costs (about 40 percent) with astronomy and life sciences
contributing most of the costs.
3. Detached RAM Experiments - About 25 percent of the experiment costs are in this segment
and consist entirely of astronomy experiml~nts in the baseline program.
4. The experiment module segment, which is the cost associated with the development and.
production of the nine attached experiment ITlodules, two detached experiment modules,
three support section modules, and two modified attached experiment modules.
The MSS project element includes all of the costs required to design, develop, produce, and
support the MSS. The MSS, with its crew and experiments, is capable of providing early benefit
return and an experiment program for extended-mis s ion durations. The MSS project element
summarizes all lower-level elements identifiable and peculiar to the MSS (e. g., all modules, sub-
systems, module integration, spares, refurbishment, operations, and project management). Shuttle
flight operation costs for station buildup and experiment operations are based on 96 flights according
to the mis sion sequence plan.
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PURPOSE OF SORTJ EANALYSIS
The sortie analysis has two basic objectives: the identification
of potential experiment payloads that are compatible with sortie mis sion
characteristics, and the determination of commonality among these
sortie payloads and the station or cargo modules and subsystems.
The phasing of space shuttle and space station programs to lower
the combined funding peak creates a manned payload gap of three or
more years. For experiments that can effectively be acco!Uplished by
a 7- or 30-day sortie flight, the sh'~lttle sortie represents a viable
approach. Further, the experiment equipment, subs ystem.s, structure,
and procedures could perhaps be COITlmon across ITlany program
elements including station ITlodules) attached and detached RAMI s,
cargo modules, and the sortie rnod'_lles.
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SHUTTLE SORTIE PAYLOAD DEFINITION
The sortie analysis conducted as part of the MSS study had two basic objectives: (1) iden-
tification of potential experiment payloads that can be carried by the shuttle during the 3-plus
years between the shuttle I s operational date and that of the station, and (2) determination of
the commonality between. the payloads and the station modules and subsystems.
NR' s approach to the definition of shuttle payloads for sortie missions proceeded in the
orderly fashion illus':roted here. Experiments selected for Level I laboratories were extracted
from the NASA 1971 Blue Book and were combined into sortie experiment packages which were
commensurate with either 7-day or 30-day mis sions. The criteria applied to the combining
process were those of common or similar equipment, objectives, and requirements among the
individual expe riments.
These packages were then combined into experiment payloads on the basis of their
mission-related characteristics (i. e., orbits, crew skins, pointing, etc.). The support
requirements were then determined and the accommodation mode (pallet or pres surized
module) selected. The total set of support strt:>.cture, subsystems, and experiment payload
is the shuttle payload for a sortie mission.
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PAYLOADS AND ACCOMMODATIONS-7-DAY MISSIONS
This chart identifies the six payloads s elected for 7-day ITlis sions. The experiment
packages within each payload are also identified by number and title. The chart also illustrates
the accommodation mode selected for each of the :?ayloads.
Payloads 1 and 2 require the addition of hahitable modules with Payload 2 also reqUlnng
EVA capability via the shuttle airlock. Payloads:3 through 6 utilize an MSS-type airlock, while
Payload 5 also utilizes the airlock as a deployable pallet for sensor diredting.
Crew requirements can be met with two me~l (exclusive of the shuttle flight crew of two)
with the exception of Payload 2 which requires a third man due to the EVA experiment. Power
is supplied to the payloads from the shuttle's fuel cells; however, the payloads supply the
cryogenic fuel. This fuel is stored in tanks locat.2:d in the shuttle bay as part of each experi-
ment package. From the standpoint of the experiment stability characteristics, Payloads 1
and 2 fall within the shuttle baseline capability. Payloads 3, 4, and 5 require the addition of
stabilized platforms. Payload 6 requires a refinE,ment of the shuttle's basic ACPS character-
istic of 210 Ib-sec minimum impulse to 40 lb-sec ACPS. This would be accomplished by the
modification of the shuttle reaction control system.
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PAYLOADS AND ACCOMMODATIONS-3D-DAY MISSIONS
This chart identifies the 11 'payloads selected for the 30-day missions. The
experiment packages, their names. and ti)eir accommodation are again identified
for each payload. The length of the h2.bita.ble modules that are required for each
payload also is indicated.
Payload 1 requires a 26-foot moduli:, while Payloads 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, and 10
utilize a 20-foot module, and Payloads 5, 6, and 7 utilize a 10-foot module. As
mentioned previously for the 7-day missions, electrical power is supplied by the
shuttle's fuel cells with the payloads bein:s responsible for the fule. Also, Experi-
ment Payloads 2 and 4 through 11 all reqr.ire a stable platform, and Experiments 4
through 11 all require the lower minimUly. impulse level of 210 lb-sec for the
ACPS engines.
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PAYLOAD PACKAGE TITLE MODULE MOD/ MOD/
1 LS1-1 BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH AIRLOCK
PALLET
LS4-1} ROLE OF GRAVITY IN LIFE PROc:r:SSES 26 FT (£LS5-1LS6-1 LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT C~
LS7- " PERFORMANCE CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT
I -e--
- 20 FT-~2 Pl- II COMETARY PHYSICS AIRLOCK
P4-1 MOLECULAR PHYSICS AS PALLET CEQ=~
I
3 .T2-1 LIQUID/VAPOR INTERFACE STABILITY ,. 20 FT-~
T2-11 BOILING HEAT TRANSFER ~~c-::
T2-1" CAPILLARY STUDIES ,2°~+fl4 ES1-1 METEOROLOGY/ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
Tl-II REAL TIME CONTAMINATION
5 A1-1 HIGH··RESOLUTION X-RAY TELESCOPE TELESCOPES 145 FTi I
-
6 A3-1 PHOTOHELIOGRAPH 40 FTc_::::J
. I ~
7 A4-1 NARROW-FIELD UV TELESCOPE 0~.~.FT~
- J
8 A5-1 LOW-ENERGY X-RAY TELESCOPE 27 FT ([[J.c=:J
9 DETECTOR ARRAY SCANNING
25 FT l[1)::::J 14 FTA6-1 /'~g10 P3-1 COSMIC RAY NUCLEI CHARGE/ENERGY SPECTRA
11 C/N1- II MILLIMETER WA'!E COMM SYSTE/v'ljPROP- 20 FT /
AGATION C7.Tt1=) c::=Jt;
C/N1- "' SURVEILLANCE/SEARCH/RESCUE SYSTEMS
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COMMONALITY ANALYSIS RESULTS
Commonality analysis was directed to accomplishing two prLmary objectives: .
comluonality comparison for physical and functional characteristics of sortie and
MSS subsystems anc module configuration, and commonality comparison of the
individual sortie payloads.
Three module configuration lengths would be required: 10, 20, and 26 feet
long. Two module lengths could satisfy theE<3 requirements by TIlating the 10-
and 20-foot modules to obtain the third module. The 20-foot module is a derivative
of the MSS cargo module and is thus clas sHied as 1OO-percent common. The 10-foot
module is rated as 90-percent common due to the reduction in length of the constant
diameter section. The MSS airlock concept can be used where an airlock is required
and thus is rated as 1 OO-percent comluon.
A few examples of the results of the subsystem comrrwnality analysis are
illustrated in the lower portion of the chart. For example, in the G&N subsystem,
it was found that the star tracker assem.bly in 11 sortie payloads was 90-percent
common to the MSS star tracker; the principal difference was in mounting provisions.
Likewise, in the ISS, the MSS S-band comme.nication as sembly was found to be
1 OO-percent common to those in 10 sortie payloads. Other components in the various
assemblies were investigated and a few seleded assemblies are indicated with their
comluonality to the MSS.
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COST ANALYSIS RESULTS
The cost analysis which was conducted on the :;ortie payloads was based on the results of the
commonality analysis discussed on the preceding chart. As the commonality analysis identified
commonalities a00ng the MSS elements and the 17 sortie payloads, it indirectly identified
commonalities among the payloads themselves.
The approach to determining the cost benefits resulting from this commonality was accom-
plished in three steps: (1) determination of the development cost of the sortie payloads assuming
that eachindividual payload was developed separately; (2) recognizing the commonality among
payloads, determination of the development cos t wheY.! thes e cos ts were shared among payloads;
and (3) based on the percentage of commonality among these payloads and the MSS, the dollar
benefit to the MSS development was determined.
The results of this analysis are indicated on this chart. First, commonality between the
sortie payloads and the MSS repres ented about a 10- percent savings to the MSS development.
Secondly, commonality among sortie payloads amounted to some $1. 2 billion savings if costs
were shared equally during their development rather than developing each payload independently.
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APPROACH TO FLEXI BILITY AND LOW COST
System and program flexibility with:~ow cost can be achieved with a design
approach which maximizes the commonality and modularity of the system, sub-
s ys tem, and as s embly leve Is.
Building blocks of subsystem assemblies (Level 6) and components (Level 7)
can be assembled into subsystems ,of different siz_es and performance for instal-
lation into specific modules. The modules can have different mis sions within the
earth-orbital program. Short-duration shuttle sortie missions can be supported
by modules assembled from the same builciing blocks as the long-duration space
station modules. Technology can also evolve in this building block approach by
maintaining interface commonality and sys tem and subsystem rnodularity.
The greatest effect on program cost can be achieved with commonality
across program elements, such as shuttle, sortie payloads" RAM's, station
Inodules, etc. Modular designs will allow adaptation of technology developments
to achieve multiple mission and program objectives.
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TYPICAL SORTiE PROGRAM COSTS
The sortie programs that were defined to operate in conjunction with the
station program options (balanced and applications - 5 and 10 years of operations)
were developed to make maximum use of t:he experiment equipment groups that
would be operated in the station experinleno,; program. The accommodation mode
selected for the sortie modules was a tailo:red accommodation mode (e. g., each
payload defined had designed for it a module or airlock, as required). The ranges
of disciplines, experiment equipment groups, payloads, and sortie flights are
shown in the chart. Also included are the :range of experiment exposure hours
approximately 6100 to 9300, and total cost $1,428 million to $2,223 million with
the peak funding rates varying from $183 million to $287 million per year.
Sortie IOC was related to shuttle IOC and is scheduled for November 1979.
The sortie flight schedule was approximateJ.y 20 flights per year until station IOC,
then 2 uncommitted flights per year were scheduled during station operations.
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PAYLOAD DEFINiTION APPROACHES
Current studies related to shuttle sortie experiment missions, such as SOAR,
RAM, and NR's sortie analysis, have derived their requirements from the 1971 Blue
Book. While the requirements for the accommodations of the various dis ciplines are
the same for each of the studies, the appro3.ches selected for their accommodations
are quite different. These accommodation~:, though, commonly result in many
tailored modules, resulting in high costs. In addition, the ability to implement and
manage such a selection of program elemerlts would be difficult. After reviewing
these the question arises, 'lIs there a bette:!." approach? 'I
An alternative approach to the accom.rnodation of sortie payloads would be to
provide a minimum number of laboratories. The table on this chart shows two pos-
sible approaches for grouping dis ciplines into a minimum number of modules. The
first is a "phenomenon-oriented'l family which groups dis ciplines according to the
particular aspect of the space environment as sociated with their objective. The
second is a "purpos e-oriented'l family which groups dis ciplines according to the
goal of the activity. This latter approach was given further study because of its
inherent characteristic of ease of management, implementation, and criteria
establishment.
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SORTIE LAB DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
The design philosophy behind the purpose-oriented laboratories is shown
in this chart. As will be noted, labs are.nade of an applications lab (Lab A),
a technology lab (Lab T), and a science lab (Lab S). In all of these labs there
appears a certain amount of commonality.
The first level of comnlOnaIity (structure and subsystems) is comrnon
across not only all labs in this family but also other program elements such
as space station modules. The next level (general-purpose experiment equip-
ment) is common across all types of labs within the family. The third level
(laboratory experiment equipment) is that level common to a substantial number
of experiments within the individual labs c.rea of interest. The top level is
experiment or mis sion-unique and this level of equipment would normally be
supplied by the investigator.
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SORTIE LAB DEFINITION
The philosophy behind the sortie lab expressed on the preceding chart
is graphically illustrated in the next three charts for an Applications Lab (A).
In the first chart (opposite), the structur~ and support subsystems
(i. e., environm.ental control, electrical power equipment, etc.) is indicated.
The second chart (next page) illustrates the addition of the general-
purpos e lab equipment such as work ben.ches, recorders, and control center.
The last chart depicts the addition of the Lab A experiment equipment; in
this case, the obvious dis cipline-oriented equipment such as res istance
furnace for material science experiments, earth observation telescopes, and
cameras.
Lab A is now complete as far as f:le fixed equipment is concerned. All
that is needed beyond this point is the mi.ssion-unique equipment supported
by the investigator.
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SORTIE LAB PRCGRAM AND COSTS
The sortie lab concept was the selected sortie program. It
incorporates the best features of the other sortie program options in
that it provides a set of three experiment general-purpose laboratories:
A - astronomy, T - techn<;>logy, and S - f:. cience. The emphasis of this
concept was on a low-cost means of achieving a wide range of experi-
ments. Thus, these three labs had defined a level of general-purpose
laboratory (GPL) capability and support that, during a period of approx-
imately four years (sortie lab lOC, Nov. 1979) prior to station lOC p
could solve the "payload gap" in an efficient (7, 100 hours of experiment
exposure) and at a reasonable cost ($863 million total with a peak of
$187 million).
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PROGRAM OPTIONS
A set of program-level alter.clatives to the MSS Phase B program
were investigated. Key differences from ·study guidelines are as shown.
Sets of these alternatives were grouped into eight program options to
be compared to a reference prograrn that completes the entire NASA
Blue Book of experiments.
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PROGRAM OPTiON RESULTS
The fundamental approach to program options was to reduce program costs and per year
funding requirements while s till providing significa:~lt and early beneficial achievement. This was
done primarily by reducing the experiment program to something less than defined in the NASA
1971 Blue Book. The support capability required for full Blue Book implementation is five years
of initial (six-man) space station operation plus ten years of growth (12-man) space station
ope rations.
This reference program supplies approxirnately 107 man-years of crew operating time and
involves 51 experiment equipment groups. The cost of developing and operating the support
system is $2.56 billion and the corresponding experiment cost is $3.96 billion.
Although reductions in support system size (t,) initial space station only) and operating
duration (to five years) resulted in significant cost reduction, a far greater reduction is possible
in the experiment system area. By deleting expensi.ve items and reducing the number of attached
and free-flying RAM's the cost can be reduced from $3.96 billion to $1. 15 billion and still main-
tain about the same balance between science and ap:.lications as the reference program. Since
science-oriented experiments tend to be more complex and expensive than the applications-
oriented ones, a further reduction in equipment groups and a $500 million cost reduction would
result from emphasizing applications objectives instead of maintaining a balanced program.
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FEATURES OF OPTION 10
The various program options studi8d to date were defined in an attempt to
phase the experiments and station project costs so that both total program costs
and peaks might be lowered. The cos ts £01' the options were still higher than
what were considered practical and achievable. Two program variations were
introduced as Option 10: sortie lab conc2.pt, and two additional years of devel-
opment time to the station project. Both of these had the effect of lowering the
peak funding requirement for their projed element.
Use of the sortie lab concept has the further benefit in that use of the three
labs, developed sequentially, lowers total experiment costs as well as their
as sodated peak. These three sortie lab.3 are each capable of flying both 7 -' and
30-day missions. Option 10 has a program duration of nine years. The first
four years (November 1979 through Janua.ry 1989) are continuous station opera-
tions, plus two uncommitted sortie flights per year. The launch frequency
utilized with this program was approximately four to six flights per year (peak
activity during 1983 when six flights are devoted to station buildup operations).
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OPTION 10 - PROGRA/·A CHARACTERISTICS 1
The resultant experiment scheduling is shown on the next two charts.
The first chart presents the scheduling 0:: the sortie missions for the three
sortie labs. Included in the program are a num1?er of uncommitted sortie
mis sions which could be additional applications. technology, or science
sortie lab miss ions. The first four applications laboratory mis sions are
seasonal primarily to accommodate the meteorology and atmospheric sciences
experiments (E5-1-I). The remaining applications laboratory missions are
semi-seasonal and permit continuity in tb.e applications discipline between the
first sortie missions and initiation of the space station operations.
A limited number of technology and science laboratory missions are
also included. The number of missions ~~own (three per laboratory) are
considered to be the minimum to conduct :meaningful sortie experiment
operations. The mission durations are li:mited for these two laboratories
primarily because of the characteristics of the experiments being conducted.
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OPTION 10- PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS n
The space station operations fc·r this program option are
summarized by experiment discipline on this chart. The FPE 1 s are
ordered in the same sequence that the comparable sortie FPE's are
presented. Emphasis, in terms of operating duration and crew man-hours,
is placed on the applications -type FPE's. This is due in part to the
characteristics of the FPE 1 s. Also, meaningful data can be obtained from
the remc.ining technology and science FPE 1 s during relatively short
operational periods.
Although the astronomy discipline is not explicitly represented,
a small astronomy telescope is included in the space physics research
FPE. During the space station period of operation, additional
uncommitted sortie mis sions are included which could be additional
sortie lab missions. Throughout the program which is defined, an
average of approximately five shuttlE' flights per year are required.
The maximum number of flights in a single year occur s during buildup
of the modular space station when ei,~:ht flights are required. Of these,
six are required for space station buildup .
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SORliE LAB + ISS •. TYPICAL PROGRAM
An alternative program option has been examined which produces a significant (approximately
$140 million) reduction in program funding. This option involves extending the ISS development
time and also reducing the development of sortie experiment carriers to three versions of one basic
item. The development period for the space station has been stretched by two years to achieve a
lower peak funding requirement and a more relaxed time interval for pursuit of phased procurement
and development of the modular space station. The Phase C start date for the station has been
held at October 1975 but the IOC date was extended from January 1982 to January 1984.
Prior to station IOC there would be fo'ur years of sor-tie flights. These sortie flights involye
the multiple use of three dedicated laboratory moduL~s to provide relatively early and inexpensive
expe riment operations. The three shuttle sortie laboratories, outfitted for applications, technology,
or science, would be alternately flown for multiple lnissions, with various experiments accommo-
dated which require little or no modification to the basic laboratory configuration. The estimated
cost profiles for such a program is depicted by the t:hart; the peak funding being $544 million and
the total program cost amounting to $3.486 billion over the 17-year period shown.
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SORTIE LAB CONTRIBUTIONS
Sortie lab missions tend to be oriented toward specific objectives which are typified by
thos e shown on this chart. This is different fr,:>m space station laboratories which are designe<l
to provide a general capability over a longer pE:riod.
The applications sortie lab provides a significant level of capability for aeromedical
research; earth observations, and materials s::ience. During a mission, the crew could con-
centrate on observations of slowly-varying proryerties of the ecosystem such as mineral
resources or land use :,atterns during orbits which pass over the United States -and s\vitch to
the production of ultrapure crystals at other tinles. On 30-day mis sions, their cardiovas cular
function would be monitored at all times and specific times would be set aside for exercises and
other activity aimed at preventing deconditionir.g. Earlier 7-day rnissions would be used to
verify biomedical measurement and instrurnentation techniques.
The technology sortie lab supports the development and qualification of new devices and
techniques for both space use and use on earth. In a sense, it provides the technological
improvements required by the other sortie lab8 and future mis sions and programs.
The science sortie lab supports a variety of activities in the physical sciences ranging
from observing the upper atmosphere to studyi:lg the ultraviolet emissions of stars and nebulae.
The science sortie lab will also provide the caF,ability to perfonu observations of the local
particle and field environment.
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STATION CONTRIBUr;ONS - OPTION 10
This chart points out typical activitie sand oLccomplishments of the res earch and appli-
cations laboratories which are supported by the" pace station in Option 1 O. In the applications
area, the earth observations laboratory will proY-ide the capability to monitor both atmospheric
and water pollution and to localize sources. In additi.on, the laboratory will support inventories
of mineral and bioeconomic resources and, in later phases, the development of systems for the
real-time analysis and dissemination of useful data. lv1aterials science activities also will be
extensive, ranging from the development of c01nt=.osite materials containing density gradients
(which would separate in a gravity field) to the production of high-purity biological compounds.
In addition, extensive investigations will be made of man I s tolerance to extended s pace flight
and of methods to counteract de conditioning processes. Such investigations have already
resulted in a significant spinoff - the developmem of patient evaluation and remote monitoring
techniques.
The technology laboratories will provide th:- capability to evaluate the natural and induced
s pace environment and to develop equipment and ":echniques for advanced communications and
navigation techniques. In addition to investigatio::::s of millimeter wave propagation, these
laboratories will support the development of search and rescue techniques, and the implementa-
tion of advanced navigaticn technology.
The space physics laboratory will provide capability to investigate dynarn ic interactions of
charged particles and electromagnetic fields in tLe magnetosphere, including wave propagation
and the interaction of particles with the upper ionosphere. In addition, small telescopes \yhich
can be deployed using the space station airlock will be provided for radiometric and spectro-
graphic obs ervations. Above the earth IS atmos pr.ere, even relatively small teles copes can Inake
significant contributions.
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THERE SHOULD BE A SPi~.CE STATION ASAP
The space station studies have developed both the technical and
the programmatic issues to the point 'Nhere the progralTI is well under-
stood. Using cost per experiment hOl.:'.r as a comparative measure, the
chart shows that any of the space stati.on options are orders of magnitude
more efficient than previous program3. This basic efficiency of the
station itself is even more apparent when experiment costs are
excluded (i. e., experilnent costs them.selves are the major expense of
a growth space station). Sorties also represent an efficient program
when shuttle operations costs are low. However, the space station
has no rival for a clean, stable, effective facility for ever-changing
space experiments and applications. The combination evolutionary
. program using a sortie lab and later 2. six-rnan modular stati.on
(Option 10) seems to be the most reasonable compromise between the
desire for an efficient, effective prog:"am and the necessity to keep
total and annual costs down.
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IS IT WORTH IT?
There have been several attempts to place a dollar value on the benefits
that would corne from a space station program.' Thes e normally consider such
things as increased productivity (as by \vater management) reduction of losses
(as by increased capability of weather prediction), alternative methods of
production (vaccines, etc.), new proces:,es (metals, glasses, semiconductors),
and improved communications. Although there is a wide variation in the
expected value of benefits, nearly all of the studies show benefits many times
greater than the program cost. Added b this quantitative value are other
benefits, ranging from prestige to s cier,i;ific breakthroughs, that in thems elves
would justify the program. It is clear that the technology is in hand for the
space station. Early exploitation of this capability will result in accelerated
achievements worth several billion dollars each year.
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EARTH-ORBITAL PROGRAM ELEMENTS
Based on the studies just completed, the forecast for the future is
that a common development approG.ch to a space station would be the most
cost-effective yet flexible system ::or earth-orbit operations and would
complement the development and operation of a reusable shuttle. The
inventory would include (1) a module to support automated payload
servicing, (2) a set of sortie labs, and (3) the cargo modules, RAM's,
and space station modules of a space station program. The development,
production, and operation of these would be properly time-phase and
related, both to each other and to <he shuttle, in a proper manner so as
to assure a viable and beneficial space program.
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